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1, Currently enmeshed in bhe fate of £ granules. Can these really givr any importany
information? By following a granule during the growth of a single cell, one might get
a clue as to whether groth is interstitial or bipodar (jn a few cases). To distinguih,
one might have to show increasing separation between two granules, figgios in
a single cell and thismay be difficult.
It is already clear that 1) terminal granules usually remain terminal, and that this
is the most common type, already suggesting a polerity in the cell. Occasionally,
bi-antipolar cells are seen (more commonly that bi-synpolar), suggesting that the
two poles share something distinct from the fissile center. However, the basic
interest in the Z granule for the current problem is the possible correlation with
E, and this, if anything is what should be pursued for now, Later it may be conveneint
to try to bepeat experiments with a polar-flagellated organism.
Another sideline is to use the shaihs in stiff medium to study other problems, chiefly
lethalktym both spontaneous and UV. Also look for data en growth of branched cells.
(Twort)
2. More pertinent: 1),look for divided E further. 2) diagnose E,S sells by viscous
media, 3)transfer intermediate chains for electron microscopy 4) clean up serotypes
of co-segregants-- collect more? 5) For 4 and others need to complete review of data
and write up.

Lab plags: what to doS? Things are a mess,

3.TODAY: Clean up what is accumulated to look at and photograph.

Start new preps. of 93-♥♥x w/wo TZ, Use for divided clones and for Z correlation.



Motility selection: initials in methocel 1258D

(Sat 5/7/55- Sun 5/8/55-♥♥-)

Use TZ staimed prepn. 5/6. 12n7 Chexked first with 1237A1+ for swarm
motility. In this series, used 2% methocel 400, diluted c. 1/10 with penassay.

a) use methocel for trap; b) isolate initials in broth trap, then trANSFER to mel.

The latter was found ineffective (probably still too stiff); By 4 PM, had isolated
13 cells still sluggishly motile in mcl trap, and 7 addl. which were at a distance
from reservoir but not now motile. swarm cells were sluggishly potile in this metho-
cel conc., about 56-70% were directly inhibited. This oln. probably wets glass more
effectively, at any rate it tends to spread, and a few of the mbbiles below may be
contaminants from 1237Al+/

The motile residuals above were geetin individual drops of broth for class. as
Sw. or E cells.

wes found, in first group:
second

6 swarms, 3 E, ang, 2 Ff.
4E lng 2%

4%

which demonstrates strong selection against ~ cells

Total. 68S TE 3ng

Desailed counts:
growth motiles

1. At 9 (104)
2 3% oS swarm, 50%? -
3 At 2
4 ong The occasion was also used to

5 At 12 (from Z cell, but Z nf) plant about 25 single motiles
6 nn $ 0,1 (removed before test below♥per-

zBp 7 mot cell haps should have been left in it)
3 20 as 16, sev. shakes, prob. aw for opngcoddance on immediate
9 aw ay and later motility of dividing
Jo sw uw chain cell. About 12 usable cases
11 like & no discrepancies, some to one or »
12 500 eS two later divisions. As none gave
13 200 aw pw two mobiles, pres, none of these

werexE , Of remminddr, most gave -
21 it h two app. nm at this division--
22 ng it may be possible to reexamine ©
23 he 18 these dropstomorrow. What is
2 it 2, significance of this crisis
25 ia 2 in termination? Is is growth in
26 da 15 fresh medium? (May still need
27 It 16 a good exhausted medium to keep

cell size amall.)

PS These were then used in tests for residual motility in mel. Unf., 1,5 were

 
wasged in 54% mcl 15 (calc. vise 200) which proved also to inh. swarms. Further
tests were then made with mcl 400, 1.3% and 1% (1:1 penassay), the latter being
adopted as it permits almost full motility of motile swarms(from above). (This may
be too. fluid for accurate discrimination against ¥, as will be saen). From E: 12,23,24
26, 27, adsegether cells reisolated which remained motyiere planted for further
classification-> pr ute Ewes. Svenpro tere.

apubinpales !
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E: 34 isolates planted w/o lineage afterward.

4B (9,11,15,16) |
vF (1; 4y35151,657,35355y55251,351545 --00)oe 7%

2 Dg.

Only conclusion; medium not adequately selective. Try 14% methocel400
(vies 1260)
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--x SW666 in metkocel 1260

Partitions .

May 13. New prepn., unstained. (probably usual, about 90-120mins.)

Fuse drops 2:30 Collect to 3:30. Cf 1259D motile.

No initial was nearly as active as 59D. Pick those hhat have mowed the furthest,
not necessarily v. active now. Estimated yield, 10% of broth yield.

Noye s to compensate for spreading of methocel solution, use cg. that has been
greased (human), then flamed. This workesyd¢lwell, especially with labger drops,
but smaller drops are too convex for best visualization. Intention was partly

to look for early chains (E) in the methowel, but tie did not allow and most isolates
were made to broth directly/(A, B resp.) Lineages were separated at No-3¢

As 1,2,3,6 ok, Partitions at nj:

14+ 31 635 ng snakes, Later transferred entifte clones to get
fullest estimate of motiles.

Al came out +(14):6 Sepn at n, =

B1-14,21-36, 4.ng. Mostly non E. Records show at first scanning:

23431 Uh 2:1 3 7320 0354;1 13338 3 2et 221 2:20 5

8w3 sw; sw3sw (1260B33 later DCG verified purity of each). 6:5 7:4

Underscores were rechecked (on ungreased slide!) and felowing definitobe
Zalues for splits on theses

1:20 8:20 2:2 4:12 3:2 7: 26 Therefore no equal splits.

General totals:

E 5
ng 4

sw l

E
♥_ Little if any selection for E in 14% metkocel.400. Need

33
2% which probably totally stops many motile cells.
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